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Foreword

4th Shaw-IAU Workshop on Astronomy for Education

What would you need to know to be able to strengthen the role of astronomy in schools? Youmight want to look at how curricula are created in the first place, and you will want to profitfrom the experiences of those who have already been successful in including astronomy in theircountries’ curricula. You would likely be interested in the various roles that astronomy can playin practice, in both primary and secondary schools. You might turn to astronomy educationresearch for answers to questions about what fosters student interest in the STEM subjectsscience, technology, engineering and mathematics — and since at least part of the answerappears to be that cutting-edge results, such as those involving black hole shadows or exoplanets,are of particular interest to numerous students, you might want to look into including thosetopics in school teaching. Last but not least, you might look for synergies between astronomyand raising awareness for one of the most pressing challenges of our time: climate change.
That, at least, were our assumptions when we considered which sessions to include in this year’sShaw-IAU Workshop, and from the feedback received so far, we seem to have hit the mark.The workshop itself was truly global, with 600 participants from more than 90 countries. Weparticularly salute those participants who had to make special efforts to attend, circumventingstate-imposed restrictions on international communication. With these proceedings, as wellas the videos and posters from the workshop that are available online, we make the variouscontributions available beyond the confines of the workshop itself.
Although the total count is only up to four, the Shaw-IAU Workshops have already becomesomething of an institution. Their genesis, of course, is directly linked to the InternationalAstronomical Union’s establishment of its Office of Astronomy for Education in late 2019, hostedat Haus der Astronomie and the Max Planck Institute for Astronomy in Heidelberg, Germany,and the evolution of the Shaw-IAU Workshops has paralleled the building of the OAE as a whole.The online format started out in 2020 as a pandemic necessity. But we soon realised that thekind of online meeting the Workshops provided was a highly accessible format that would allowus to make these workshops truly global, and to set the threshold for participation as low aspossible. We acknowledge that there still is a threshold – since internet access with sufficientbandwidth is required – and we will continue to look for ways of increasing accessibility evenfurther. Perhaps the hybrid format pioneered by the OAE Center China-Nanjing this year, whichcombined the virtual and international Shaw-IAUWorkshop with an in-person teacher workshop(as well as a nation-wide online workshop) is a model for the future?
On the part of the Office of Astronomy for Education, we hope that these proceedings will helpyou to make better and more effective use of astronomy in support of primary and secondaryschool education. It’s a big universe out there — let’s encourage students to explore it!

Markus PösselDirector, IAU Office of Astronomy for EducationHeidelberg, December 2022
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Organising Committees

Local Organising Committee:Asmita Bhandare, Ankit Bhandari, Sigrid Brummer, Niall Deacon, Natalie Fischer, Esther Ko-lar, Anna Ladu, Tshiamiso Makwela, Carmen Müllerthann, Eduardo Penteado, Markus Pössel,Bhavesh Rajpoot, Saeed Salimpour, Gwen Sanderson, Rebecca Sanderson, Anna Sippel, TilenZupan.
Scientific Advisory Committee:Mohamad Alassiry, Ali Al-Edhari, Mashhoor Al-Wardat, Asmita Bhandare, Suresh Bhattarai,Estelle Blanquet, Silvia Casu, Ahmed Chaalan, Merryn Cole, Hassane Darhmaoui, Niall Deacon,Rosan Doran, Federica Duras, Livia Giacomini, Edward Gomez, Violette Impellizzeri, Jacob TolnoIsrael, Li Jian, Cui Jie, Awni M. Khasawneh, Colm Larkin, Hamid El Naimiy, Tshiamiso Makwela,Giulio Mazzolo, Farseem Mohammedy, Magda Moheb, El-Fady Morcos, Surhud More, ThomsonMucavela, Assia Nechache, Li Peng, Eduardo Penteado, Frederic Pitout, Markus Pössel, GillesRemy, Sara Ricciardi, Emmanuel Rollinde, Somaya Saad, Gwen Sanderson, Stefano Sandrelli,Hyunjin Shim, Anna Sippel, Jungjoo Sohn, Abdelhafidh Teyehi, Alessandra Zanazzi, Jin Zhu.

In addition to the efforts from the OAE office in Heidelberg, Germany, the following OAE Centersand Nodes made key contributions to organising this event:
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ASTRONOMY EDUCATION IN PRACTICE



Teaching Astronomy As Its Own
Subject in Secondary Schools

Session organisers: Hyunjin Shim (OAE Node Korea), Jungjoo Sohn (OAE NodeKorea), Suresh Bhattarai (OAE Node Nepal), and Asmita Bhandare (OAEHeidelberg)

SESSION OVERVIEW

In this session, we heard mostly from lecturers and teachers across different countries whoare passionate about teaching “astronomy” as its own subject in secondary schools. In mostcountries, astronomy is not listed as an independent subject in national science curriculumstandards, so teachers sometimes need to re-design the annual curriculum for their students. Inaddition to such a specific school-focused experience, some classroomactivitieswere also shared.The importance of cultural integration, while designing astronomy resources and activities washighlighted. Last but not least, efforts to communicate with decision makers to emphasise theimportance of astronomy in its own subject was discussed.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Astronomy as a Beacon for Inclusive and Innovative Classrooms

Speaker: Rosa Doran, NUCLIO, NAEC Portugal

In this contribution I will summarise my ideas about how I believethat astronomy can be a beacon for inclusive and innovativeclassrooms.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/9cUkmjAPFd0

This contribution includes what in my mind is one of the key missing aspects in humans’ educa-tion – the lack of perspective of our place in the cosmos. The importance on how informationis conveyed to students and how important it is to ensure that knowledge presented is unbi-ased, without flavours of colonisation, or in better words, ensuring a proper localisation of theinformation being transmitted to the younger generation.
It is often said that one image is worth a thousand words. Well, the presentation of the SolarSystem in text books, in animations and even in messages prepared by space agencies could notbe a better example. Due to the difficulty of presenting the main bodies of the Solar System inthe same image, frequently, scales are completely ignored and information that this is the caseis almost always missing. It is my belief that this is one of the reasons for a complete lack ofsense of scales in the Universe and how small we are in this gigantic cosmos surrounding us.This lack of awareness might as well be the cause for a general lack of humility of beings that donot know their place and importance in the vast place we inhabit.
When it is mentioned in the media that there is no Planet B, there is always a distressing feelingthat humans have no idea of what that means. How many people know that we live in thehabitable zone of our Solar System? That in turn lives in the habitable zone of the Milky Way,our galaxy? How many humans know that the Milky Way is just one of the galaxies of theLocal Group? And that this is just a small fraction of the galaxies of the Virgo Cluster, one ofthe Clusters of the Laniakea Supercluster, which in turn is a small fraction of the observableUniverse?.
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A part of my contribution is devoted to the importance of science literacy and critical thinkingto better prepare younger generations. Astronomy is by nature inter-multi-disciplinary. It canbe used to introduce any topic and provides degrees of freedom for innovation and a holisticapproach to education.
I highlight the importance of changing the way schools organise the facilitation of learning.Students need to find in schools a highway to their future where innovation is invading theirlearning experience. More than content knowledge, students should have their competenceprofile enriched, they have to be prepared for a future that is not yet written. If this future is tobe designed with strength and beauty, it is of utmost importance to invest in preparing teachers,they are the ones that will facilitate the journey for the students for a brighter future. They arethe facilitators of a winning generation.
All efforts should be put in place to empower educators to embrace technology and adapt it totheir student’s needs, to be capable of choosing the best methodology to trigger the hiddentalents of learners.
Finally, it is very important that educators in general apply a fair, non-obstructive and inclusiveapproach in their classrooms. Inclusion is a big word, and implies paying attention to the needsof each individual. Inclusion is not only something for children with disabilities, it also meansembracing diversity, minorities, cultural and social differences, etc. Inclusion means embracingevery individual as a unique person and allowing a differentiated path to each of them with apersonalised trigger to boost their talent and foster their dreams.
I urge everyone to collaborate and join hands for the mission ahead. Thousands, if not millionsof teachers need our help and we should be united in a mission to reach them all. Hope to seeyou all somewhere around the globe, together enriching and empowering educators.
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Implementing Astronomy As Its Own Subject for Guatemalan
Secondary Level Students

Speaker: Melissa Solares, American School of Guatemala, Guatemala

In Guatemala, like many other countries, astronomy is taught onlyas part of other school subjects like science at the primary leveland physics at the secondary level. This contribution is about myexperience in developing a program for teaching astronomy as itsown subject in secondary school and introducing it successfully intwo Guatemalan private schools. We will discuss previous researchdone as a way of showing the administration the importance ofteaching astronomy to young students. Four years after startingthis project, we can share the challenges and successful practicesfound along the way.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/2lxwyeuTGrU

This contribution details how the first astronomy course as its own subject was introduced intwo private schools in Guatemala. It outlines the process on how the program was designedbased on the study of astronomy curriculum in other Latin American countries, how it wasapproved by the administration teams and the experience teaching astronomy for the first timeto students during the virtual and hybrid education periods.
Astronomy education in Guatemala: Guatemala does not have astronomy as an official subjectin its curriculum. Astronomy topics are included as part of the national curriculum for mandatoryscience courses taught during the primary education stage (ages 7 through 13), focusing on theSun-Earth-Moon system, lunar phases, eclipses, the Solar System and cosmological theories likethe Big Bang Theory and the Mayan theories for the origin of the universe.
Astronomy program proposal for high school students: To develop the curriculum, a state ofthe art program was carried out as an initial research stage on the contents and standards forastronomy secondary level courses around multiple Latin American countries that teach it as itsown subject: like Chile or Uruguay. The information obtained was used as a starting point andadapted to the Guatemalan context. The result is the final version of the program that consistsof five content units with the following standards:

1. Introduction: constellations and observational astronomy.Students locate the position of objects in the sky during the day and night in their dailylives.
2. A Brief history of the Universe: from the Big Bang to the Modern Era.Students relate the evidence of the evolution of the universe to their microscopic andmacroscopic context.
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Grade 11 and 12 students using telescopes in the 2021 astronomy cohort

Grade 11 and 12 students playing board games they created about stellar evolution.
3. The Earth, the Moon and their motions.Students predict changes in celestial bodies’ appearance based on their geographicalposition and the current date.
4. The Solar System.Students recognise the unique environmental and astronomical characteristics of theEarth in comparison to other planets in the Solar System.
5. Interstellar Space, Stars, Galaxies and Nebulae.Students relate astronomical observations and available data to the study of interstellarevents.

When the program was launched, in 2018, the school gave no budget to the class and studentsworked with material they brought from home. After three years of experience and studentfeedback, when it was proposed at a different school, in 2021, there was a part of the budgetfrom the science department authorised for the class.
Phenomenological research: Students want to learn astronomy!To collect evidence on why it is important to include astronomy as its own subject, there was aphenomenological research carried out in which talks were given to high school students aboutdifferent topics from math, physics and astronomy and their perspective was observed and
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analysed. Focus groups were carried out afterwards and students gave out comments like:- I have always liked astronomy because it is something we can discover/explore ourselves.- They should teach astronomy since we are little, it should be a class that everybody has to take.This research was later shown to the administration once the proposal was ready to be imple-mented, and it is one of the reasons why it was approved as a formal course.
Astronomy education in practice: The successful practices described correspond to workingwith high school students in their junior or senior year – last two years before college education– who chose astronomy as one of their elective courses. Their report cards include astronomyas its own subject. Students from this school are constantly surrounded by technology devicessuch as laptops, tablets and cellphones. And the use of their devices is encouraged as part ofthe school climate.
Digital tools include Stellarium, Zooniverse, Star in a Box and Edpuzzle. Social media was found asa powerful tool for scientific outreach; students respond positively and advance their knowledgewith ease through platforms like TikTok or Instagram. Some of the projects that students haveworked on include: TikToks that show the Solar System to scale; models, role-playing or comicbooks for learning about constellations; and board games about stellar evolution.
The creativity shown by young adults is impressive, especially if it involves creating digitalcontent. Hands-on activities also motivate and engage them, disconnecting from devices anddoing arts and craft type projects is refreshing for them.
Recommendations: Start by taking examples from astronomy curricula in a similar context.Administration listens to students and families: if you have their support via surveys or focusgroups, there are more chances the course will be approved. Have your program proposal readyas soon as possible, so you are ready when the administration approves it. Have fun with it,take new ideas, listen to students and be flexible on how they will advance their knowledge andskills.
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Finding Space for Observational Astronomy in the Science
Curriculum

Speaker: Gerri Bernard, Brisbane Girls Grammar School, Australia
In an effort to bring the awe and wonder of gorgeous astropho-tography to all of our students, Brisbane Girls Grammar Schoolhas integrated observatory work into our Science curriculum. Thiscontribution will explain how we use a series of ‘ObservatoryModules’ in Years 7-9 to teach our students about the universe,telescopes, light, colour, CCD imaging, and image processing as wehelp them to generate more than 300 astrophotography imagesevery year. The contribution will also include an introduction toour school’s remote and robotic telescope facility (the Dorothy HillObservatory), an outline of struggles that we have encounteredalong the way, and a plan for future outreach and development ofour observational astronomy program.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/G-8nYkD2ixo

Astronomy has long been studied as part of the Brisbane Girls Grammar School (BGGS) Sciencecurriculum and is currently aligned with the Science Understanding strand of the AustralianCurriculum.
The Dorothy Hill Observatory (DHO) enhances the School’s commitment to astronomy, equippingGrammar girls with the knowledge and skills required to effectively undertake research usingtheir own primary data – rather than relying on secondary data – and publish their research tosupport professional astronomical projects [1].
Every student at BGGS uses the DHO as part of their Science curriculum in Years 7, 8, and9. This observational astronomy program is delivered as nine ‘Observatory Modules’, whichare presented by our classroom teachers and taught over the course of approximately three65-minute lessons. These modules are progressive and increase in complexity from Year 7 toYear 9.
Due to the constraints of the Australian National Curriculum and our School’s Science program,Observatory Modules are delivered at the end of one of our four yearly terms, in those lessonsthat occur after formal assessment is complete, but before the students leave for their termbreak. This method of implementation allows us to devote almost three weeks of science lessonsper year to observational astronomy in Years 7-9 and results in the production of more than400 astrophotography images per year from our students.
Year 7 students learn about the nature of our universe and the objects in it, with specific focuson deep sky objects such as nebulas, star clusters and galaxies. They are introduced to thefunctionality of the various telescopes in the Dorothy Hill Observatory and taught how the CCD
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telescope cameras work. Girls then choose a particular nebula, star cluster or galaxy to imageusing the 106 mm refracting telescope.
Year 8 students investigate how the combined functionality of the human eye and a telescopework together to produce magnified images of distant objects. They learn about the electro-magnetic spectrum and the ways in which primary colours of light can be combined to makeany other colour.
Girls choose a particular nebula, star cluster or galaxy to image using the 356 mm reflectingtelescope, using red, green, and blue filters. They then stack and combine the images from eachfilter into one superior full-colour image.
Year 8 students also learn about asteroids and dwarf planets and use images from the 106 mmrefracting telescope to produce a time lapse series of one of these objects moving through thesky.
Year 9 students learn about electron transition between atomic energy levels and connect thisidea to the emission of light from nebulas of ionised gas. They link these concepts to atomicspectra and use this information to understand the purpose of narrowband imaging.
Girls choose a particular nebula to image using the 356 mm reflecting telescope, using Hα, OIIIand SII narrowband filters. They then stack and combine the images from each filter into onesuperior full-colour Hubble palette image, which can be analysed to elucidate the presence andlocation of hydrogen, oxygen, and sulphur within the nebula.
This curriculum program is supported by co-curricular activities available to our students in all
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year levels. Students in Years 7-10 can participate in Astronomy Club, where they will learn aboutvarious space and introductory astronomy topics. In Years 11 and 12, students can participatein the Student-Teacher Astronomy Research Symposium (STARS), in which they can use theresources of the Dorothy Hill Observatory to complete research projects involving double stars,RR Lyrae variables, or exoplanet transits. The results of these projects are then developed intoresearch articles for publication in peer-reviewed astronomy journals [2].
References:

1. Brisbane Girls Grammar School. (2022). Dorothy Hill Observatory. Retrieved October 15,2022, from https://www.bggs.qld.edu.au/about-brisbane-girls-grammar/f
acilities/dorothy-hill-observatory/

2. Danalis, M., Murcottt-Green, F., and Packard, K. (2022). Measuring the Position Angle andSeparation of WDS 11194-0139. The Journal of Double Star Observations, 18(4), 440-445.
http://www.jdso.org/volume18/number4/Danalis_440_445.pdf

Astronomy Education and Outreach at HUSTFZ

Speaker: Wang Qin, Huazhong University of Science and Techonology, China

The middle school attached to Huazhong University of Scienceand Technology (HUSTFZ) is the first characteristic middle schoolin astronomy education in Wu Han, China. I discuss how wegot this honour and how we got our ministry to listen. I alsoshare the syllabus of my astronomy curriculum and illustratehow we run this elective course. Finally, I focus on interactivemethods for astronomy education such as physics experiments, skyobservations, using information technology or physical models.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/a1_dZxigMQk

HUSTFZ was rated as the first school which features astronomy in Hubei Province in May 2021,with a validity of three years, which also urges us to actively launch astronomy courses and carryout related astronomy activities.
In July 2021, students from HUSTFZ were invited by Hunan television station to participate inthe program recording of observation of China’s space station. It is so rare for students to go oncamera. But for the school, it is the best chance to raise our profile of featuring astronomy.
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Inspired by this activity, Li Bin, a physics teacher of our school used this video to explain spacenavigation in class. This course was selected in the excellent course of the Ministry of Edu-cation. They also organised a meeting on astronomy education for primary and secondaryschool teachers in central China. In September 2021, Dr. Wang participated in the design ofa science fiction film in the Science and Technology Museum of Hubei Province as a scientificconsultant. Based on astronomy course, Dr. Wang won a key project of Wuhan educationplanning. Dr. Wang organises students to watch Tiangong classroom every time. The first timewas in December. After a live broadcast that day, with another physics teacher she reproducedthe ground experiments in class, such as exploring angular momentum with a rotating chair anddumbbells, and explaining the surface tension of water with paper flowers. The second one washeld in March 2022. These two activities on a school level were reported by well-known localnewspapers.
In 2022, her student from grade 9 took part in the Hubei astronomy Olympiad preliminary andfinal contest, and won the second prize. At present, Dr. Wang and several teachers are workingtogether to compile an astronomical experiment guide book, just like the book “AstronomyLab for Kids” by Michelle Nichols. But this book focuses on hands-on experiment with clearobjectives. Every step and required background, especially related to Chinese culture, will beintroduced in great detail. It is of great significance for teachers who do not have an astronomybackground.
There lie some difficulties for astronomy education and outreach. Astronomy is not included inentrance examinations for high school or college in China. This implies that student will not givean importance to this subject. Teachers should have a clear picture that astronomy is just anelective course before college. The QDC is not fixed, and the class hours cannot be guaranteed.If there is an important examination, or big events, you probably will not have students in yourclass. Teachers have to buy everything they need for the astronomy class with their own moneybefore they get some funding or a reward with significant honour, which is extremely difficultfor a teacher in basic education system. But teachers give a higher importance to their dutymore than money and the world is changing.
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Project-Based Learning in the Secondary Classroom

Speaker: Shefali Mehta, Science Teacher, Princeton High School, New Jersey,USA

Project-Based Learning (PBL) has been growing in popularity inthe educational setting. By introducing well-planned projects,they can serve to motivate and drive students to learn newcontent, collaborate in teams and be creative. However, it canbe difficult to find authentic projects that capture all students’interest. This contribution introduces several projects that havebeen successfully implemented at the high school level that caneasily be implemented into any classroom for students of all ages.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/Tntkgg6E6cQ

Project-Based Learning (PBL) can appear in many different ways in the classroom. In thiscontribution, we focus on PBL as a teaching method in which students learn by actively engagingin real-world and personally meaningful projects. To make projects meaningful, there must bean authentic component to them – students must feel that they are relevant or that they canmake an impact when proposing a solution. The benefits of authentic projects are many. Whenstructured and planned well, students understand the purpose of learning and the content thatwe as teachers are sharing with them. They become engaged in the classroom lessons, havingmore interest and motivation to learn the content. Key factors to consider are student choice,expression, discussion, and reflection. Presenting the project components in advance of thecontent also helps to drive student curiosity and interest.
Examples from the classroom:
Top five telescopes project: In this project, students are tasked with researching and teachingthe rest of the class about two telescope, one on the ground and one in space. In order tocomplete the project and understand how the telescopes work, they then begin learning contentrelevant to the project. We begin by learning about different telescopes and the optics involvedin viewing far away objects. Students then learn about the properties of light and the technologyused to analyse light. Once students have had time to learn about telescope mechanics, andtheir chosen telescopes, they share what they know about them. In small groups, students thendiscuss the different telescopes that have been researched, deciding on a list of the Top Fivethat had the highest impact on astronomy. Finally, students share and reflect on how their listcompares with those compiled by other groups.
The manned vs. unmanned missions debate: Whether NASA (or other space agencies) shouldfund missions that are manned or unmanned can be a hot topic for students. Manned missionsare great to get the public interested in space and understanding astronomy, but they are costlyand have a lot of limitations due to the resources needed to support life. On the other hand,
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unmanned missions are much less costly, smaller, and can withstand extreme environmentssince they do not need to support life. This project allows students to really discuss and debatethe benefits of the two types of missions. Students first choose a mission to research, thenshare those with the class. After learning about some of the missions, students decide if theysupport NASA funding more manned or unmanned missions over the next 5-10 years. Theywrite and deliver a short 30 second speech to share their position and evidence, then take turnsdefending their arguments and refuting arguments made by the other side. Depending on thetime available, they can also try to convince others to accept their position. An alternative to aspoken debate is to have students write a letter to the director of NASA in support of eitherside.
Solar system classification project: Within the solar system are so many different objects,including a star, planets, moons, asteroids, comets, etc. But even within those categories, theyare not all the same. Some planets are terrestrial while others are gaseous. Some moons arecratered, others are active, and even others are captured asteroids. Within the category ofasteroids, there are Trojans and Centaurs, some with rings, and even some with a moon of theirown. As students learn about the different categories of objects, this project gives them anopportunity to re-imagine the classification system we use and create a new one based on morethan where objects happen to be and what they orbit. They can create a new system usingcomposition, habitability, activity, etc. to group similar objects.

Education Programs Developed by NASE and Astronomy
Education Using Python

Speaker: Won-jae Sim, Won Ju Girls’ High School, Korea
Python is an advanced programming language, and various librarieshave been developed to use it in many fields. In the field ofastronomy, libraries such as astropy have been developed andare actually used by professional astronomers. Such librariesand FITS files are open-source, i.e., anyone can use them freely.Therefore, students are able to experience the scientists’ researchprocess directly and indirectly with interest by using them. NASEhas developed various astronomical education programs. Amongthem, there is a program named parallel earth, which explains thecauses of seasonal changes, the length and direction of shadowsby latitude and longitude, and the principle of day and night veryaccurately using only globe, toothpicks, and clay.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/9AI-oROxqAQ
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Figure 1: Teacher training using parallel earth program
The Parallel Earth program is an astronomy education program developed by Rosa. Seasonalchanges and the principle of day and night occurrence are natural phenomena that can be easilyunderstood when looking at the Earth from space. However, it is very difficult to understandthese natural phenomena on Earth.
The parallel earth programhas the effect of looking down at the Earth fromoutside of a spaceshipin space. Therefore, it is easy to see the causes of seasonal changes, the causes of day and night,and the causes of different directions of shadows for each region at a glance. Rosa conducted atraining program on various hands-on astronomical education programs, including the ParallelEarth program for Korean science teachers in 2020. I participated in the development of YouTubevideos and educational material that introduces parallel earth programs in Korea. This activitywas organised by the Korea National University of Education and Korea Astronomy & SpaceScience Institute.
The program was also introduced during astronomical observation training for teachers andexperimental training for middle school science teachers. The parallel earth program was wellreceived not only by elementary school teachers but also by middle and high school scienceteachers.
In addition, many teachers who participated in the training actively asked about parallel earthclass material and necessary tools. Also, at the IAU General Assembly held in Busan in 2022,a training was conducted for teachers working in Busan. The parallel earth program has alsobeen used in a science class. Parallel earth classes were performed with gifted students inPyeongchang and students from Chiak High School and Wonju Girls’ High School in Wonju. Thestudents were very interested in the fact that the direction of shadows was different for eachregion, that they could easily understand the principles of the appearance of white nights andpolar nights, and the appearance of day and night.
Python is a popular computer language. Because the structure of the language is easy andintuitive, it is used in various fields. In particular, it is used in various fields of science, andastronomers are also actively using Python in various data analysis processes. Therefore, usingPython, a class on the data analysis process was conducted, which is generally difficult forstudents to experience. Single-session special classes using Python were conducted at ChiakHigh school in Wonju, Daehyeon High School in Ulsan, Seojeon high school in Jincheon and forthe gifted student in Pyeongchang. During the classes, data analysis techniques using infrared
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Figure 2: Astronomy class using Python

data from the Herschel space telescope and the RGB colour analysis method for continuousspectra were taught.
Python classes were also conducted in regular classes and for students’ club activities. Theseclasses lasted for a year. During this period, we performed various activities such as Hubble dataanalysis methods, Kepler III law, planetary orbital drawing, Voyager spacecraft’s current locationand solar scale, distribution of globular clusters in our galaxy, and analysis of the Andromedagalaxy, Cen A galaxy, IC434 and Barnard nebula data, and RGB color analysis of continuousspectra. After these classes, students were able to implement scientific logic courses on theirown.
The classes help develop students’ scientific and mathematical thinking skills and their ability toutilise a computer. Finally, they can indirectly experience the scientists’ research process.
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Classroom Activity to Calculate Mars’ Closest Approach to the
Earth

Speaker: Lim Hosung, Gimhae Imho High School, Kyungpook NationalUniversity, Korea
I introduce a classroom activity on the subject of “Mars’ closestapproach to Earth”, designed for high school students. Earth andMars are in opposition every two years and two months. WhenMars is in opposition, the distance between Earth and Mars variesdue to the characteristics of an elliptical orbit of the two planets.On August 27, 2003, the distance between Earth and Mars wasabout 55.5 million kilometres, which marked the date as one of theclosest approach of Mars. With Mars’ orbital period set to 1.8808times that of Earth, it is possible to predict the next occasion of theclosest approach based on the mathematical concept of continuedfractions. The activity is designed to invoke both scientific andmathematical interest in students.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/8FRfjIhjxSQ

On July 27, 2018, the distance between Earth and Mars approached about 58 million km, whenMars’ apparent magnitude was about -2.5 and looked brighter than Sirius, the brightest star inthe night sky. The time when Mars is closest to Earth is the time when Mars is in opposition.The synodic period of Mars is 780 days, which means that Mars is placed in the position ofopposition every two years and two months. However, since the orbit of Earth and Mars iselliptical, the distance to Mars at the time of opposition changes from time to time.
Figure 1 shows that the distance to Mars was 0.372AU on August 27, 2003. This was the closestin the recent 3000 years. Therefore the date is called “Mars’ closest approach”.

Figure 1: Approach of Mars to less than 0.375 AU to the Earth, years 0 to 3000 (Table 36B inMore Mathematical Astronomy Morsels)
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How can we predict the next occasion of the Mars’ closest approach? Students can use themathematical concept of continued fractions. Continued fraction is a way to express a numberas the sum of its integer part and the reciprocal of another number. Usually the numerators of asimple continued fraction are set to 1. Mars’ orbital period is 1.8808 year and Earth’s orbitalperiod is 1 year. Multiplying a factor 10000 to orbital period, we get 18808 and 10000. The leastcommon multiple of these two is 10000 times 2351. So the next closest approach will happenafter 2351 years. But a human cannot live for two thousand years. So when will be the bestopportunity to see at least a very bright Mars? We can calculate dates within this century whenwe can see the close approach of Mars.

If 1.8808 is expressed as a continued fraction, it is 15 over 8 in the third order. This means whenearth orbits the Sun 15 times, Mars orbits the Sun 8 times. Therefore, the time of close approachis the year of 2018. So in this century, we can see the Mars close approach/ in 2018, 2035, 2050,and 2082. The best approximation of the Mars close approach within this century is the year of2082.
Resource: Meeus, Jean (March 2003). “When Was Mars Last This Close?”. Planetarian: 13.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

A Pedagogical Activity to Teach the Seasons

Presenter: Oscar Rodrigues dos Santos, Federal Technological University ofParaná, Brazil
Collaborators: Michel Corci Batista (Federal Technological University of Paraná), VeridianeCristina Matins (State Department of Education) and Taisy Fernandes Vieira (State Departmentof Education).

In elementary school, astronomy represents the gateway to thestudy of physics, especially in the final years. Through a simpleexperimental activity with the students’ participation, the seasonsof the year can be studied in different latitudes. It is easy to explainphenomena such as the midnight Sun, the apparent motion ofthe Sun, and the influence of the tilt of the Earth’s axis using anexperimental apparatus. Also, why the equatorial region has amore temperate climate, whereas the temperatures near the polestend to be more severe.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p109

A simple experiment built by the students can be used to investigate the seasons at differentlatitudes. With the help of an experimental apparatus, phenomena such as the midnight Sun,the apparent motion of the Sun, and the influence of the tilt of the Earth’s axis can be easilyexplained. In addition, the equatorial region has a warmer climate, while temperatures nearthe poles are more severe.
In order to contribute to the teaching of astronomy in elementary education, this work aimed atdeveloping an auxiliary material for science and physics teachers, using simple but correct lan-guage and easy to consult, and at evaluating its pedagogical potential. The first has a quantitativeapproach, for which an experiment was conducted comparing the performance of elementaryschool students on an assessment instrument consisting of 29 questions about physics andastronomy, before and after the introduction of the interdisciplinary notebook for practicalactivities in astronomy. The second phase has a qualitative approach of descriptive type, forwhich we used a field diary prepared by the researching teacher during the implementation ofthe activities, as well as the documents prepared by the students as a data collection tool.
The results of the first phase were organised using the paired parametric t-test. The choice ofthis test accounts for the intra-individual dependence of the observations. In general, our results
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show a build-up of practical and dynamic thinking that motivates students to be interested inastronomy and, most importantly, a change in the attitude of the teacher-researcher in frontof the classroom. Physics, geography, and mathematics are interconnected disciplines, and apractice-based approach to learning astronomy can improve their understanding.
The subject’s participation and the students resuming of their role as an active person canimprove their oral and written skills, and the possibility of appreciating astronomy in their dailylives. The activity, when presented to students, generates satisfaction from all. Students arepositively surprised as they understand the fact that the inclination of the Earth’s axis causesincidence in different ways in different parts of the surface, causing different phenomena, andthe teachers are satisfied for being able to facilitate learning. We hope that this material canbe used by other teachers, with minor adaptations, to provide quality astronomy content. Webelieve that the implemented material has a great pedagogical potential, with a motivationaland reflective character.

Developing Self-Constructed Visual Instructional Material for the
Lesson about Comets

Presenter: Paul Anton Mahinay, Pasig Catholic College, Philippines

Education plays a vital role in the development of society.Quality education can be achieved through creative and ef-fective instructional materials. Therefore, this study aimed toincrease the achievement of learning competencies in cometsthrough self-constructed visual instructional material. Descrip-tive method of research was employed wherein standardiseddiagnostic and achievement test was administered to 437 grade8 students of Pasig Catholic College and the self-constructed vi-sual instructional material was used in the discussion of the lessons.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p111

The K to 12 science curriculum of the Philippines provides competencies that aim for the Filipinolearners to demonstrate understanding of key science concepts and application of scientific-inquiry based skills. In this curriculum, topic about comets is one of the astronomical conceptstaught in secondary science. According to the DOST Science Education institute, different effortswere made to improve the science education in the Philippines and the result of their researchshows the quality of teachers and learning interactions provided by the teachers affects thelearning of students. In line with this, both public and private education institutions conduct
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The researcher presenting his self-constructed visual instructional material.
several assessments or tests to identify the achievement of the learners, standard level oflearning competencies and factors affecting the student’s achievement. Thus, Pasig CatholicCollege together with Excelandia I.T. Services provided a standardised assessment that helpedthe teachers to identify the level of learning competencies achieved by the learners.
On the other hand, use of instructional materials augments the learning process of the students,making the discussion more effective (Socias 1987 & Aquino 1988). Developing instructionalmaterial is an avenue to improve the learning process especially for science concepts. Earth andspace science is one of the fields of science in the K12 curriculum, and this field must be taughtwith visual materials, specifically the topic about comets.
To enhance the learning process of teaching comets at the secondary level, the researchercreated a comet made of crumpled paper and foil. Magnets were attached to it so that itcould be placed on a 18x20 canvas to manipulate it and demonstrate the movement of thecomet. Fairy lights were also used to represent stars in space. A QR code generator and HPReveal applications were also used to give additional information and to make the materialmore interactive.
First, the researcher painted a rocket that served as the image target and infographics aboutcomets from google were used to create an augmented image. The researcher used HP Revealapplications for this material. On the other hand, a QR code generator was used to incorporatethe story of Rosetta and Philae mission.
To check the self-constructed visual instructional material for the lesson in comets, articulationof grade 8 teachers was done, and it was used in the discussion of the lesson in grade 8after the diagnostic test and before the achievement test administered. The researcher useda standardised diagnostic and achievement test provided by Excelandia I.T. Services. It wasconstructed in away that determines andmeasures the standards level of learning competencies.It utilised scales namely (0%-29%) starting (30%- 59%) progressing (60%-79%) competent (80%-89%) mastering (90%-100%) outstanding.
The results show an improvement on the standards level of learning competencies of grade 8students when it comes to the lesson of comets after the self-constructed visual instructionalmaterials were used. It indicates that teacher preparation and creativity in the usage of self-constructed visual learning materials can help in improving the achievement of the learningcompetencies.
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Learning Competencies in Comets Diagnostic AchievementCorrect % & standardslevel Correct % & standardslevelCompare and contrast comets, me-teors and asteroids 54% Progressing 62% Progressing
Predict the appearance of cometsbased on recorded data of previousappearances

17% Starting 21% Starting

Table 1. Grade 8 Science Diagnostic and Achievement Tests - Comparative Results
Resources:

• Bukoye, Rosaline O. (2019). Utilization of Instruction Materials as Tools for Effective Aca-demic Performance of Students: Implications for Counselling. Department of CounsellingPsychology, Niger State, Nigeria.
• Comets- Teaching Tips. Retrieved from history.amazingspace.org [Accessed December 13,2019]
• Dauber, P. & Muller, R. (1996). The Three Big Bangs. Massachusetts, USA. Addison-WesleyPublishing Company.
• DepEd K to 12 Curriculum Guide Science (December 2013). DepEd Complex, MeralcoAvenue, Pasig City
• Diagnostic- Achievement Test in Science Excelandia I.T. Services
• Dizon, M., Garcia, R., Laurente, J. & Lim, A. (2015). Science for The 21st Century Learner.Makati City: DIWA Learning Systems.
• SEI-DOST&UPNISMED (2011). Framework For Philippine Science Teacher Education. DOSTCompound, Bicutan, Taguig City, Metro Manila, Philippines: Science Education Institute,Department of Science and Technology
• Volume 9 – Number 14 June 2018, pg. 129-147, Synthesis Research Journal
• Volume 39 2017, pg. 11-16, Philippine Physics Journal
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Three High School Teachers Bring Subaru Telescope’s Big Data to
Their Classrooms

Presenter: Kumiko Usuda-Sato, Subaru Telescope, National AstronomicalObservatory of Japan, USA
Collaborators: Tadashi Hara (Toyo University, Japan), Tamiki Togashi (Saitama Prefectural Ka-sukabe High School, Japan), Yuichiro Hiratsuka (Saitama Prefectural Yorii-Johoku High School,Japan), and Akihiko Tomita (Wakayama University, Japan).
The Subaru Telescope is a large optical-infrared telescope nearthe summit of Maunakea, Hawaii. The telescope conducted anextensive survey called the Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) SubaruStrategic Program using the ultrawide-field imaging camera HSC.The big survey data is partially open to the public, and anyone canfreely explore the vast cosmic images on the hscMap website. Thethree high-school science teachers (Hara, Togashi, and Hiratsuka)in Japan developed educational material using hscMap to bringone of the world’s highest-quality astronomical data to theirclassrooms, including at a University. According to a questionnaireafter Hara’s lecture at a teacher-training course at Toyo University,many trainee students were interested in using hscMap when theybecame teachers.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p112

The Subaru Telescope is an 8.2-meter optical-infrared telescope near the summit of Maunakeaon the Island of Hawaii. The telescope conducted an extensive survey called the Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) Subaru Strategic Programusing the ultrawide-field imaging camera HSC. The extensivesurvey data is partially open to the public, and anyone can freely explore the vast cosmic imageson the hscMap website (http://hscmap.mtk.nao.ac.jp, http://prc.nao.ac.jp/citi
zen-science/hscv/index_e.html).
Since May 2021, three earth science high school teachers (Hara, Togashi, and Hiratsuka) andtwo astronomers (Usuda-Sato and Tomita) have had monthly online meetings and developedteaching material using hscMap. (note: Hara is a retired teacher at Saitama Prefectural TyookaHigh School and now teaching at Toyo University). The three teachers shared their ideas atthe online meetings, developed the prototype materials, tried them in their classrooms and/orafter-school enrichment programs, and brushed them up.
As shown in Table 1, six resources were developed with different themes, duration, and levelscombined with the H0 common header. The title prefix “A” means easy or moderate level, and“C” means a difficult level for calculation activities; students are required to calculate the sizeor distance of celestial bodies with a simple trigonometric function. Educators can tailor theirteaching content by combining some of them according to the class time and students’ level.
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Table 1: List of teaching resources
They must start from H0 to let students get used to the hscMap operation. In some resourceslike A2 and A3, students are required to observe the colour of celestial objects. A colour templateis included in the student’s worksheet to eliminate the colour difference between monitors.
The teaching material (worksheets for students and educator guidelines) listed above are avail-able online in Japanese with free access for teachers and educators via https://drive.goog
le.com/drive/folders/1ENAsT7T3B3Dv9wVoCUmxJkoo2diOa3I3.
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A Method to Carry Out Astronomy Education Based on
Curriculum Standards

Using the construction of school-based astronomy curriculum by Jiangsu Tianyi High SchoolAstronomical Society as an example
Presenter: Xinrong Shen, Jiangsu Tianyi High School, Jiangsu AutonomousLearning Institute, Wuxi, Jiangsu, China and Zhuoyan Xie, Jiangsu Tianyi HighSchool, Wuxi, Jiangsu, China

In the 2017 edition of “General Senior Middle School GeographyCurriculum Standards” in mainland China, “Astronomy Fundamen-tals” is, for the first time, listed as an independent elective module,which lays the foundation for the development of high schoolastronomy education from the national curriculum standards. Asa provincial-level “excellent middle school astronomical society”,Tianyi Astronomical Society has systematically carried out theconstruction of school-based middle school astronomy curriculumbased on national curriculum standards. It has developed richcurriculum of three types - popularisation, academic, and research.It has carried out a series of extraordinary research independentlyor in cooperation with world-leading institutions, and achievedfruitful results.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p113

The curriculum standard requires that students should be guided to develop a correct under-standing of astronomical phenomena, stimulate their interest in exploring the universe andestablish a scientific outlook for the universe by learning modules such as astronomical observa-tion, solar system and Earth-Moon system, Sun and stellar world, Milky Way and the universe.Based on Curriculum Standards, Jiangsu Tianyi High School Astronomical Society has developeda rich curriculum of three types - popularisation, academic, and research.
1. Popularisation Curriculum: Based on the typical characteristics of each discipline, takingactivities and personal involvements as the fundamental form, and students’ interestscultivation as the prime objective, it targets the whole campus by carrying out popularscience lectures and events.
2. Academic Curriculum: Based on the core info of each discipline, taking the intensivetraining as the main form and solid achievement in both knowledge and skills as the primeobjective, it targets the students’ associations by carrying out theoretical studies andobservational practice.
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3. Research-Oriented Curriculum: The prime objective is to develop research skills by usingresearch projects in each sub-discipline and targets scientific teams and individuals.
Tianyi Astronomical Society has carried out a series of extraordinary research independentlyand in cooperation with world-leading institutions, and achieved fruitful results. In recent years,students have discovered 20 near-earth objects, won more than 10 medals at the Internationaland the National Astronomy Olympiad, and won more than 100 medals at various scientific andtechnological competitions. students have published more than 10 papers in academic journals.A group of students entered top universities such as Peking University, Nanjing University,Princeton University, Cornell University, etc. to continue their education in astronomy.

Astronomy in Secondary Schools: Curriculum to Establishment

Presenter: Prasad Rathod, Syzygy Outreach Space Club, India
Collaborators: Vriddhi Gupta, Priyanka Lakariya, Abrar Sayyed, and Jonack Abdullah Al Ma-hamud.
Cognitive evolution of the brain maps our curriculum. Establish-ment of labs & utilisation of existing facilities is stressed. Surveyof schools with/without astronomy courses forms our database.A learning model is proposed which utilises pre-existing subjectsto promote astronomy. A demographic study was conductedto gather information about institutions having astronomicalsetups to be used as Nodal centres. To remove the fear of futureuncertainty, inclusion of space startups will be done to provideinternships. Research focuses on creating ecosystems withinNodal centres of under-graduates, post-graduates & PhD studentspursuing astronomy to improve the syllabus and help studentswith their projects. MoUs schemes are devised to fulfil gaps withuniversities globally.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p114
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Figure 1: Demographics of Universities under Nodal Center Mapping

In our research, we study the cognitive evolution of the brain during secondary school to embarkon astronomical learning. Our research focuses on development of teacher’s training, developingcurriculum, establishment of labs and utilisation of existing facilities.
Backed with survey of schools with/without astronomy courses, we have our own databasecollected for developing astronomy as a subject. Spectrum of astronomy is analysed by findingits common links with subjects such as physics, mathematics, chemistry, and geography. A tiedlearning model is proposed for utilising maximum support of pre-existing subjects to promoteastronomy.
A demographic study was conducted, which gathered information about already existing insti-tutions having astronomical setups. These institutions were plotted on the map of India anda density analysis was done. Research suggests use of these institutions in multiple phasesto establish astronomical board of studies having them as nodal centers. These will facilitateschools by providing them instrumental assistance for cost-effectiveness. To remove the fear ofjob and future uncertainty plus providing application-based insights, inclusion of space startupswill be done to provide meaningful opportunities to students in the form of internships.
Research is based on creation of ecosystem having under-graduates, post-graduates & PhDstudents pursuing astronomy in Nodal centres. They will have access to a repository of the-sis/projects by these students. Projects can be displayed/tested in schools to help schoolsstudents have a better overview. Gaps in educational setup come when things revolve aroundinfrastructure. Heavy use of physics, chemistry and other labs is incorporated in this research.
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Additionally, MoUs and settlement schemes are devised in this research to fulfil gaps withuniversities around theworld. Special focus onmonetisation of infrastructure is done tomotivateschools to undergo economic reforms. The syllabus is designed to mostly cover importantcognitive skills. Coupled learning is an additional feature where astronomy is integrated withmain-stream subjects. The syllabus has an extensive goal of helping students perform well atInternational Olympiads and develop a scientific temper.
Implementation of syllabus is so economical that none of the schools will feel the burden atany stage because of the use of cost-effective learning tools. Implementation of the wholesubject is planned in such a way that it uplifts economy and creates potential hot-spots forfuture expansion and growth. Phase-based approach for 7 years from start of initiation of thissubject is devised for smooth introduction and establishment. Methods for assuring qualitydelivery of this subject have also been discussed, which include mandatory procedures to befollowed by institutions. This mandatory clause also includes a portion that enables personalgrowth of teachers in this subject, which never lets the dynamic nature of this subject fadeaway.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The discussion focused on curriculum development, hands-on astronomy activities and incor-porating existing teaching-learning resources at elementary-school, middle-school and high-school.
Astronomy educators from across the globe shared their experiences and different culturalperspectives on working with students and teachers and highlighted different issues faced, whileimplementing astronomy as its own subject in their local schools. The differences in introducingastronomy education in public/government versus private schools was also pointed out.
Project-based learning (PBL) was seen to be a useful way to introduce hands-on astronomyactivities. Some panellists also pointed at some existing resources such as NASE courses and theadvantage of student-centric classrooms.
Participants discussed faster processes of creating different projects, especially for those astron-omy educators who volunteer extra time to develop these outside of their regular jobs. Thelack of trained teachers has always been a major hurdle in promoting astronomy education andhence the need and importance of teacher training programs was voiced, either in-person or asa virtual workshop.
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